
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ever stopped to consider all of the craftsmanship behind a great bottle of 
wine, beer, single malt, vodka or tequila?  
 
Many simply wind through the aisles of their local liquor store to pick out 
the tried and true, the bottles with nice labels or the those that simply 
meet their price point, never fully appreciating where these products 
come from and all of the unique steps that go into producing them, 
beginning with soil and sun. 

 
 
However,  once consumers hear the inspiring tales behind the 
toil, people from all walks of life start to buy with exuberance, 
pairing drink with foods, moods, holidays, celebrations, parties, 
locations- be it on a boat, before a sunset, a roaring fire, a tiny 
cabin atop a mountain or at a corporate office party.  There’s no 
doubt that the more inspired and educated buyers are, the more 
they appreciate and savor what they’re drinking. 
 
 

 
No one knows how to bring to life these 
stories more artfully and enthusiastically 
than Terry Rogers.  For decades she’s created 
a loyal following, much like Anthony 
Bourdaine or even Jerry Garcia, expertly 
focusing her life’s work to identify and curate 
the best producers, to understand their 
unique processes and to educate and inspire 
her customers to pick and pair their 
purchases wisely.  For Terry, bottles don’t just 
sit on the shelf to look pretty,  
 
 

 



 
they’re vehicles for social interaction, a better understanding of the world 
we live in and ultimately a much better quality of life.  Each one is a story 
waiting to be told.   
 
 

In the ultra- competitive Greenwich, Stamford (Gold Coast area of Connecticut), where many 
consumers have the means to go anywhere for their wine, beer and spirits, Terry is an icon, 
generating an ultra-loyal following  that ranges from the titans of industry to the more price 
conscious and diverse millennial crowd and everyone in between.  In all cases, Terry’s 
incredible love of people, understanding of her products and passion as a story-teller cuts 
through the clutter to ignite interest and appreciation.  When she’s not anchoring her dog 
friendly store, she’s out in the world (at times leading large groups) touring breweries, 
vineyards and distilleries. 

 
 

After years of owning the pre-eminent Horseneck Wine and Spirits store in 
downtown Greenwich, Terry is now the proud owner of the wildly popular 
and award winning Stamford Connecticut based Harbor Point Wine and 
Spirits, surrounded by dazzling marinas, waterfront restaurants and 
breathtaking real estate.   

 
 

 
 
Terry has generated a following of loyal customers who can’t 
get enough of her passion, inclusiveness, exuberant 
personality and no BS attitude.  While they frequent her 
store to buy, they also use it as a hub for socializing, meeting 

other like-minded individuals and to attend her daily tastings, weekly talks and regularly 
scheduled events that explore wine, beer and spirits from all over the region, country and 
world.    

 
In every 30 minute non- scripted episode, Pour it On weaves together a 
riveting story focused on Terry, her passionate staff, spirited clients, animated 
suppliers and intriguing travel schedule.  This is first rate theme-based 
programming that uncorks a wealth of understanding and appreciation for the 
unique and exciting world where Terry reigns supreme! 
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